United Kingdom

Economic growth slows to 0.5% in third quarter

- GDP growth slows to 0.5% in Q3, from 0.7%
- Upturn dependent on services as manufacturing and construction suffer falling output
- Survey data hint at further weakness ahead

The UK economy lost growth momentum in the third quarter, weakening more than expected according to market expectations but in line with the survey data.

The third quarter slowdown, and warning lights from recent business surveys about the weakness intensifying in September, suggests that policymakers will want more time to assess the extent of the slowdown as we move into the fourth quarter, effectively postponing any rate hikes until next year.

GDP growth slows in line with PMI

Official data showed gross domestic product rising by 0.5% in the three months to September, down from 0.7% in the second quarter and below the consensus expectation of 0.6% (based on a Reuters’ poll of economists).

Although the growth rate remained reasonably solid, the concern is that there are signs that the fourth quarter could be even weaker. In particular, PMI survey data signalled a marked slowdown in business activity growth in September, suggesting the economy has entered the fourth quarter expanding at a pace of just 0.3%.

Downturns in manufacturing, construction

The slowdown is being led by the manufacturing sector, which is seeing a renewed recession as output has now fallen for three consecutive quarters, suffering a 0.3% decline in the three months to September. Manufacturing output has so far fallen 0.9% this year. Producers are struggling as weak demand in many overseas markets, notably China and other emerging nations, is being exacerbated by the appreciation of sterling.

The construction sector also acted as a drag on the economy in the third quarter, with output slumping 2.2%, the largest fall for three years.

However, figures for the construction sector tend to be heavily revised, meaning it would be unwise to put too much emphasis on this early estimate in assessing the health of the building industry. Survey data paint a contrasting, brighter, picture of construction sector growth, buoyed in particular by house building.

Service sector strength could wane

The main growth driver was therefore the service sector, where output rose 0.7% in the third quarter, its best performance so far this year. It seems likely that services growth is being buoyed by households, where the combination of low mortgage rates, rising wages and falling prices (and low energy and fuel bills in particular) are providing an ongoing boost to spending.

The cause for concern here is that the business surveys indicate that the slowdown is spreading from the struggling manufacturing sector to the far larger services economy, meaning growth looks set to ease further in the fourth quarter. The economy therefore looks to be on course to grow by 2.3% in 2015, down from 2.9% in 2014 and below its long-term trend rate.
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